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Bouguer  gravity anomalies, (3) Toward UK segment ends 1 I estimates arc 27-68%

larger while L estimates either do not significantly change (to the north of the PEZ)

or are up to 40% smaller (to the south of tk PITA). Wc speculate Urat these I I and

A changes seen toward the segment ends are related to either an incrcasc  in the

amount of extension (without a corresponding increase in the strength of the

lithosphere) or variations in the relative contribution of constructional volcanism to

overall abyssal  hill morphology. One might cxpccl  that detachment surface

tectonics would play an important role in abys.sal  hill creation during the slower

spreading interval. However, the sense of asymmetry in abyssal  hill size is

opposite to the predictions of the model. I%rthcrmorc,  contrary to the detachment

model predictions, there is no asymmetry in apparent crusta[ thickness for this

period, (Abyssal  hill morphology, Pacific-Antarctic ricige,  intcnncdiatc-spreading

rates, mantle Bougucr gravity anomalies)
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Abyssal  hills arc created at divergent plate boundaries by extensional tectonics and

constructional volcanism. Though modified by off-axis volcanism, scdirncntation and mass

wasting, they represent an indirect record of the complex dynamics of mid-ocean ridge

proccsscs. Previous studies [Menard, 1967; Goff, 1991; llaycs  and Kane, 1991; Malinvcrno,

1991 and Cioff, 1992] have clcmonstrated  a negative correlation bctwccn abyssal hill size

parameters and the spreading rate (up to -100 n~n~/yr)  of the mid-ocean ridge at which they were

formed. There arc two postulated cause.s for this correlation: (1) variations in axial thermal

structure as a function of spreading rate; cooler lithosphere at slower rates will bc able to

elastically support larger surfi~cc loads as well as larger normal faults [e.g., Goff, 1992]; and (2)

the change from axial valley morphology at slower rates to axial  high at faster rates (at

approximately 70 mm/yr [Small and Sandwcl],  1989]); the axial valley generates large (up to 1

km throw) inward-facing normal Faults which, after likely back tilting over adjacent rift

moun(ains, arc prcscrvcd  in the abyssal  hill record [e. g., Macdonald, 1982]. More rcccntly,

numerical models for crustal  genesis have suggested ~hat variations in crustal thickness may also

significandy  affect the heat budget and indirectly the ridge crest morphology [Phipps Morgan

and Chcn,  1993]. For the Mid-Atlantic ridge, a negative correlation bctwccn  abyssal  hill size

parameters and crustal thickness inferred from mantle 130tlguer gravity anomalies was proposed

by Goff ct al. [1992] and Lin et al. [ 1992].

A rcccnt  geophysical survey ccntcrcd  on the Pitman Fracture Zone, PFX (Ewing cruise 92-1;

Candc ct al. [ 1992]; Haxby et al. [ 1992])  acquired high-rcsoltttion  bathymctry,  gravity and

magnetic data along a 60 km-wide corridor extending to 12 Ma to either side of the Pacific-

Antarctic ridge flanks at 65°S (SCC Figure 1 for cruise location). ‘1’hc data covcragc along  the two

adjacent ridge segments provides an cxccllcnt opportunity to evaluate (11c (iynamical  evolution of

this intcrmcdiatc-spreading rate ridge as constrained by the abyssal hill record. The relative

dcpcndcncc  of off-axis abyssal hill morphology on the temporal and spalial variations in

spreading rate and crustal thickness (as inferred frotn mantle Bougucr gravity anomalies) is

examined in this study. Wc usc methodology of Goff  and Jordan [1988] to characterize the

second-order statistics of abyssal hill morphology. l“he main assumption of their method is that

seafloor can be modeled as an approximately stationary anisotropic random field defined in part

by a paramctcrizcd functional form of its covariancc function. Standard tcchnicjucs  arc used to

estimate spreading rates and mantle Bougucr gravity anomalies. Three questions arc addressed in

this study: (1) what arc the systematic flowlinc  variations in abyssal  hill morphology?, (2) arc

there variations in abyssal hill morphology tha[ cannot bc attributed to the spreading rate
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dcpcndcncc?, and (3) does the morphology vary systematically with other indicators of varying

axial thermal structure (i.e., mantle Bougucr  gravity anomalies)?

The primary size and shape of abyssal hills is controlled by a complex combination of

tectonic (normal faulting) and constructional (volcanism) proccsscs  operating at or near the

ridge-axis. Volcanism contributes to the axial relief by either creating constructional edifices

(typically at slow-spreading ridges) [e.g., Lewis, 1979; Kong et al., 1988; Kappcl  and Ryan,

1986; Pockalny et al., 1988; Smith and Cann, 1990] or by modifying the existing terrain by

flooding bathymetric lows or spilling down existing slopes (typically at fast-spreading ridges)

[e.g., Kcclcy et al., 1992; Goff ct al., 1993]. Alternatively, vertical (inflation-deflation of the

axial magma chamber) [Edwards ct al, 1992] and/or horizontal (lithosphcric  cxtcnsion)[c.g.,

I.xmsdalc,  1977] forces arc thought to induce abyssal  hill formation by normal faulting at both

slow and fast-spreading ridges [e.g. Rca, 1975; Lonsdalc, 1977; Harrison and Sticltjcs, 1977;

Macdonald  and Atwater, 1978; Ilicknell  ct al., 1987; Carbottc and Macdonald, 1991]. Wc take

the view that constructional cdificcs,  sheet ilows and normal faul~ing combine  to crcatc of

abyssal  hill morphology,

In this paper, wc first present the results of the statistical characterization study using the

most robust abyssal hill siz.c parameters (RMS height H and characteristic wid[h L). l’hc

flowlirw variations in H and X estimates arc then compared to the spreading rate history and the

mantle 130ugucr gravity anoma]ics. In general, wc find that both H and L arc negatively

correlated to spreading rate. I:]owlinc variations in k cstirnatcs over regions of approximately

uniform crustal thickness may bc intcl”prctcd, in the context of the normal faulting theory of

Malinvcrno  and Cowic [ 1993], as an indication of episodic changes in the lithosphcric  strength in

the vicinity of the ridge crest. It also follows from their theory that an incrcasc in the amount of

extension (without significant changes in the flcxural rigidity) may explain the incrcasc in H

accompanied by no than.gcs in L toward tk northern segment end. However, WC cannot

currently rule out that the overall lack of systematic variations in A (estimates either do not

significantly change or dccrcase toward the nor[hcm and southern segment ends respectively)

may bc related to constructional volcanism. In contrast with previous studies on the flanks of the

Mid-Atlantic Ridge, the abyssal  hill size estimates prcscntcd  here arc not strongly correlated with

crustal thickness (as inferred from mantle Bouguer gravity anomalies). Remarkable exceptions

to the negative relationship bctwccn  abyssal  hill size parameters and spreading rates arc found in

this study. Processes occurring during or shortly after abyssal hill formation (c. s. plate

reorganizations induced by far-field stresses) may partially account for some of the

morphological asymrnctrics seen for opposite ridge flanks  and across the PF7..

hl;w:wio cl d - I’ctmiq 17, 19°4
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The free-air gravity map derived from Gcosat/Seasat  altimeter data for the studied area and

surroundings is shown in Figure 1. The box shows the location of the 60 km wide by 600 km

long corridor for which we have full Hydroswecp, magnetic and gravity data coverage. lhc two

adjacent segments currently spreading at -56 mn~/yr  [Candc  et al., 1992] arc offset by a -70 km

long right stepping transform. The transition from a rift valley (south of the PFZ) to an axial

high (north of the PFZ) is inferred based on the observed change in the axial gravity signal. The

portion of the Pacific-Antarctic ridge associated with the rift valley is also characterized by an

unusually small subsidence constant relative to global averages [Marks and Stock, 1994].

Figure 2 shows the griddcd  bathymctry,  magnetic and mantle Bougucr gravity anomaly data.

In order to facilitate the discussion of the results, we will apply the terms “Pacific north” and

“Pacific south” to refer to the portion of the Pacific plate situated to the north and south of the

PFZ respectively. A similar rationale applies to the Antarctic plate. Due to limited data

covcragc on the Antarctic plate (restricted to a narrow band CIOSC  m the PF7.), wc have carried

out our analysis only to the portion situated to the north of the PFZ (Antarctic north). The

northern and southern ridge segments overlap by 5 km and their rcspcctivc  tips arc curved

towards the transform. This portion of the Pacific-Antarctic ridge is also characterized by the

prcsencc of curved abyssal hill tips only on the outside corners (analogc)us  to “hooked ridges”

dcfinc(l  by Fornari  ct al. [1989]). The mandc Bougucr gravity anoma]y  map rc~lccts deviations

from the assumed simple model of constant crustal thickness and density, and variations in

mantle density associated with its thcorc(ical  thermal s(ructurc.  The transition from an axial high

to a rift valley coincides with an apparent thinning of the crust from north to south across the

PFZ. Although wc do not observe a rift valley within the surveyed area, the ridge axis to the

south is dccpcr.

The late Ncogcne  spreading rate history for the Pacific-Antarctic rid.gc is illustrated in Figure

4a based on the anomaly identification by Candc ct al. [1992]. The most prominent feature of

the spreading history is a sharp acceleration at Chron  3ay (5.8 Ma using the Cande and Kent

[1992] geomagnetic polarity time scale) from -40 nlm/yr to -60 mm/yr. Ridge-axis jumps,

deduced from a preliminary analysis of bathymetry  and magnetic data [Ryan et al., 1992] may

explain part of the highly variable (both in direction and magnitude) asymmetric spreading

history of this ridge (Figure 4b-c).

S“J’OCIIAS’J’IC  C} IAI<AC’II;RIZKI’ION
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The methodology used to charactcnzc the second-order statistics of abyssal  hill morphology

and the inversion procedure arc presented in Goff and Jordan [ 1988]. The analyses were

performed on three Hydroswccp swaths to the north of the PFZ and two swaths to the south (the

furthest ones from the PFZ). Uncertainties in the estimation of some parameters (i.e., fractal

dimension and aspect ratio [Goff, 1991]), caused us to focus our analysis on the mosl robust

second-order statistics: (1) RMS height, H, the average variation of bathymctry  about the mean

depth, and (2) characteristic width, k, roughly the average peak-to-peak distance bctwccn the

most prominent peaks obtained from the width of the covanancc  function in the normal-to-strike

direction. Although normal faulting is important in the formation of abyssal hills, k dots not

necessarily reflect the width of a single faulted block, but rather the average spacing bctwccn the

main topographic highs or lows.

Our principal assumption is that variations in off-axis abyssal  hill statistics arc primarily

related to tcmpora] changes in the axial processes (faulting and volcanism) which generate

abyssal hills.  However, secondary proccsscs such as off-axis volcanism, sedimentation and

mass-wasting, can modify [hc statistical characteristics of ahyssal  hills. For the study area, wc

have enough  evidence to assume that these proccsscs have not caused major changes in abyssfi]

hill morphology. Visual inspection of the cchosoundcr records reveals a very thin sediment cover

in the older portions of the studied area to.gcthcr with negligible signs of mass-wastin~. To avoid
the effect of off-axis volcanism, wc have intcntiona]ly  cxcludcd  from the analysis the region of

the Antarctic plate north  of the PF7, where the only clear cvidcncc of secondary flood basalts

exists (O-2 Ma old crust).

In order to assure well-resolved abyssal  hill sin parameters, the swaths of multibcam data

used as input must have a length -8-10 times the characteristic abyssal  hill wid(h. For

intcrmcdiatc-spreading ridges, the charactcl”istic  widths range from 3-7 km [Goff, 1991]. In

addition, it is essential that the portion of the seafloor to bc analyzed consists principally of

abyssal  hill morphology. In this study wc visually identify three areas that do not satisfy this

criteria (Figure 2): (1) a ‘visually’ smooth spot (rc.scrnbling  outpouring of off-axis volcanism)

found on the Antarctic plate to the north of the PFZ for crustal  ages between ()-2 Ma; no swaths

were taken across this area, (2) promincnl  scamounts found on the Pacific plate for crustal ages

lCSS than 4 Ma; the scamounts were excluded from the analysis, and (3) a large topographic high

(bulge) spanning crustal ages between 8-10 Ma present on the northern Pacific plate that was

formed by processes different from the ones related to ahyssal  hill formation; in order to avoid

this feature which clearly departs from the normal cooling curve, only the northernmost swath,
was used.

A set of ob]iqucly  trending cracks overprinting the abyssal  hill fabric is found on the Pacific

plate to the north of the PFZ for cmstal ages bctwccn  6-8 Ma. I:or this particular case wc fixed

Mocurio c1 31. - [;clwwy I 7.1994
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the characteristic length and orien~ation  of the peculiar fabric to values similar to the adjacent

seafloor in order to obtain stable H and 1 cslimatcs. Oncc the inversion parameters arc bbmincd,

the fit of the model covariance to the estimated covariancc was systematically used to assess how

successfully the parameters were estimated.

The process of choosing the swath segments, including avoidance of the terrains stated

above is unavoidably subjective. In addition to the abyssal hill criteria, wc must also balance

bctwccn swath segments which arc long enough to resolve parameters, yet short enough to

resolve spatial variations (inhomogcniety).  Large, well-defined scarps in the midst of smaller

abyssal  hills along the northern segments bctwccn 4-6 Ma arc an obvious example (WC apply the

term locally “anomalous” seafloor fabric to such terrain). The presence of such Iargc scarps

bounding the swath segments is sufficient to cau.sc a significant incrcasc in both H and A values

relative to surrounding seafloor as they will tend to domina(c  the covariancc  function. It is

prcci.scly this type of change in morphology that we wish to quantify.

I’hc swaths used in this study were fragmented into 50-80 km long scgmcmts,  which limits

our temporal resolution at these spreading rates to 1-2 Ma. In the worst possible scenario, if J

ridge-axis jump of the order of 5 km has occurred, a maximum of 10% of the total length  of any

given swath segment would be compromised, Most of the swaths used in this study were -17-40

km away from the PFZ,.

morphology, an additiona
(-5 km).

In order to invcsti~atc the

swath analysis was carried

fracture zone influcncc  on abyssal hill

out along llowlincs a(ijaccnt  to the PFZ

AI] YSSAI.  11]1,1, Cll:irac[cri~atit)Il  - RI; SLH.’I’S

Flowlinc Variations

The results of individual analyses as a function of agc arc displayed in Figure 5. For ages

bctwccn  O and 4 Ma (O-6 Ma for the Pacific south) the well-resolved RMS height estimates arc

remarkably uniform. Estimates for older crust (8- 12 Ma) show larger uncer[aintics and scatter.

.41though the characteristic width estimates show a similar trend for the Antarctic p]atc, the

diffcrcnccs  in L uncertainties bctwccn young and old seafloor arc not so pronounced for the

Pacific plate. Table 1 shows the weighted average estimates of the RMS height and

characteristic width. These avcmgc estimates were obtained by grouping the original parameters

into 2 Ma old bins and then weighting thcm by the inverse of their variance [Goff and Jordan,

1989]. The standard deviation of the parameters arc reported in Tab]c 1 along with 1 0 standard

deviation on the weighted average arc calculated as dcscribcd in Goff [ 1991]. While the

hf:]c:uio  et :11. - I;cbruwy 17, 1994



tabulated uncertainty values rcprcscnt  the resolution of the weighted average, the standard

deviation expresses the scatter of a particular parameter.

The significance of the change in abyssal  hill size parameters bctwccn young (O-4 Ma) and

old (>8 Ma) crust can bc assessed by examining the weighted averages and their variances. The

variance of the difference of two uncorrelatcd  estimates is the SUM of the variances of each

estimate. Hence the significance of the difference between two weighted averages can bc easily

established. For the Antarctic north, both RMS height and characteristic width estimates

obtained for crustal ages less than 4 Ma are srnallcr  than estimates for crustal ages greater than 8

Ma. The difference is approximately 5 times the square root of the standard deviation of the

estimates, so the change in abyssal hill characteristics on that flowlinc  arc W C]] resolved at

greater than 99.9% confidence. For the Pacific plate, while the dccreasc in RMS height is very

WC]] resolved (9970 confidence for the Pacific north and 95% for the Pacific south), the dccrcasc

is characteristic width is lCSS significant (lCSS than 6870 confidence in both cases). These

confidence limits indicate that the hi-modal character of 11 estimates (small values for young

crust and large ones for old crust) is very WC1l resolved for troth Antarctic and Pacific plates

wbilc  for L estimates it is only WCII resolved for (hc Antarctic plate.

For crustal  ages bctwccn  0-4 Ma, RMS height and characteristic width estimates arc similar

across the PFZ. (the small diffcrcnccs arc not statistically signillcant). In addition, results for the

ftowlincs to the north of the P1~Z. indicate a remarkable symmetry in abyssal  hill siz.c paramc{crs
for opposite ridge flanks. I-Iowcvcr,  H and k estimates for crustal ages bc[wccn 4-6 Ma arc

significantly higher for the flowlincs to the north of the PIJZ. This corresponds to the agc range

where the locally “anomalous” terrain dcijncd  ubovc  is visually recognized (large WC1l defined

~ scarps in the midst of smaller abyssal  hills). A WC1l resolved diffcrcncc in the RMS height and

cbaractcristic  width bctwccn the Pacific north and Antarctic north flowlincs  is observed for

isochrons in the 8-12 Ma .rangc. Abyssal  hills along the Antarctic north flowline arc on average

47 m taller and 2 km wider than tho.sc along the Pacific north flowlinc in the same agc range.

Table 1 also illustrates the differences in the averaged weighted estimates bctwccn swaths

taken adjacent (-5 km) and away (-1-1-40 km) from the PI;Z. For all subareas, WC find

significantly larger estimates of H (by 25-58 m) near the PFZ relative to the cstirnatcs obtained

for the swaths taken away from the PI% Although no significant changes in characteristic width

estimates arc observed to the north  of PFZ, k is smaller near the PFZ for the Pacific south (by

2.2-2.4 km).

Rc]ationship  With Spreading Rate

hf;w;lrio C( d. - l:ctvuq’ 17. 1994
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l’hc negative relationship bc.twccn  the binned abyssal  hill size parameters and the spreading

rate history is illtrstratcd  in Figure 6. The negative Pearson’s correlation cocfficicnt,  R, and

estimated confidence, C [Press ct al, 1991] bctwccn  11 estimates and full spreading rates arc high

for all subareas when the locally “anomalous” scafioor  fabric is cxcludcd from the regression

analysis (R=-O.93, -0.96 and -0.99 and C=96, 97 and 9970  for Antarctic north, Pacific north  and

Pacific south respcctivcly; Figtrrc 6a). The dcgrcc of correlation between A estimates and full

spreading rate is also high (R=-O.85,  -0.83 and -0.85 and C=94, 94 and 96% for Antarctic north,

Pacific north and Pacific south rcspcctivcly;  Figure 6b). l’hc anomalous character of the seafloor

fabric for 4-6 Ma old crustal ages is clearly documented here as a deviation from the negative

trend bctwccn abyssal hill size parameters and spreading rates (correlation coefficients arc

smal]cr when the locally “anomalous” fabric is included). ‘1’hc negative correlation bctwccn

abyssal  hill size parameters and full spreading rate averaged for the three suharcas is shown in

Figure 6c-d as regional averages. When the locally “anomalous” estimates arc cxcludcd, the

corrc]ation coefficients and confidence limits bctwccn spreading rates and abyssal hill size

parameters arc R=-O.99,  C=97%  for }1 estimates and R=-O.93 and C=96Y0 for L estimates. Wc

have also plotted in Figure 6c-d the weighted estimates obtained for swaths adjacent to the PFZ

(averaged for the three subareas; binned weighted estimates for individual subareas arc shown in

Table 1). The RMS height averages in this case clearly plot above the local trend.

Figure 7a demonstrates a well-rcso]vcd high positive corrc]ation bctwccn RMS height and

characteristic width (1<=().97,  (1.95 and 0.89 and C=98,  98, and 97% for Antarctic north, Pacific

north and Pacific south rcspcctivcly).  l’hc corrc]ation  coefficient hctwccn RMS height and

characteristic width estimates averaged for the three subar~:as  is high a[ high confidence lCVCIS

(R=O.92 and C=98%,;  Figure 7b). The weighted estimates obtained for swaths adjacent to the

P1-~Z once again slow a clear departure from the rc.gional trcnci.

~lS(lJSSION  AN1) INl”l:KPtUH’ATION

l’hc main assumption in this study is that off-axis abyssal  hills rcprcscnt an indircc record of

the axial processes (faulting and volcanism) which crcatcd thcm and thus provide an cxccllcnt

opportunity to quantify temporal variations in the dynamics of mid-ocean ridge processes. The

flowlinc variations in H and 1 estimates suggested by this study (Figure 6) demonstrate that

abyssal  hills formed during .sIowcr spreading periods arc significantly larger than hills crcatcd

during the faster sprcaciing  interval. However, some noticcab]c exceptions to this spreading rate

dcpcndcncc arc present: (1) the local]  y “anomalous” character of abyssal hill fabric found for

crusts] ages in the 4-6 Ma agc range for northern segment flowlincs,  (2) the significant

asymmetry in abyssal  hill morphology at ol(icr ages for opposite nor[hern  ridge flanks, an(i (3)

hlw:irio  ct d. - l’ctwu~ry 17, 1994



the changes in abyssal hill size estimates near the axial discontinuity. In this discussion, wc

consider these deviations in abyssal hill morphology in terms of crustal thickness variations (as

inferred from mantle 130uguer gravity anornalics)  and large scale plate strcs.scs.

Correlation with Spreading Rate

Mid-ocean ridges spreading at full rates <36 rnndyr arc generally characterized by the

presence of a rift valley 1-2 km deep and 15-20 km wide [e.g. Macdonald,  1984]. Average

abyssal  hill RMS height and characteristic width parameters obtained for the Mid-Atlantic Ridge

(full rates: 20-36 mm/yr) arc 197 m and 7.1 km rcspcctivcly [Goff, 1991]. Values of 11 and k for

abyssal  hills generated at fast-spreading ridges (>65 n~m/yr)  arc significantly smaller (56 m and

2.0 km rcspcctivcly [Goff, 199 l]). Fast-spreading ridges arc gcncrall  y charactcrizccl  by an axial

high 100-200 m high and 1-2 km wide [e.g. Macdonald, 1982]. Modeling efforts [Chcn and

Pbipps  Morgan, 1993] together with gravity studies [Small and San(iwcll, 1989] indicate that the

transition from an axial  valley  and m an axial high is abrupt. Basc(i on topographic cvidcncc,

Malinvcrno [1993] suggests that for a fixed axial (icpth, spreading rate variations as small as 15

mndyr arc enough to trigger a change from an rift valley to an axial high.

l’hc primary result of [his study is (hat abyssal hill size charactcrisLics  arc negatively

correlated with spreading rate (Figure 6), in agrccmcnt with the results of previous studies

[Mcnard, 1967; Goff, 1991; hdalinvcrmo,  1991; IIaycs and Kane, 1991 and Goff, 1992].  In

particular, wc finti  that during slower spreading pcrio(is (ages >8 Ma; full rates: 36-44 mm/yr),

ahyssal hill estimates arc 31-86% taller and 21 ->IOM wider than during the faster spreading

intcrvais  (ages <4 Ma; full rates: 52-63 mm/yr  range). }:igurc 8 illustrates the complex

relationship bctwccn abyssal hill morphology and spreading rate based on a compilation of

abyssal hill size parameters given in Goff [ 1991]. An incrcasc in both RMS hcigilt and

characteristic width as spreading rates dccrcascs is ob.served. However, the very fmt-spreading

rate data (Pacific-Nazca,  PN) ciisplays slightly lar?,cr abyssal  hill size parameters than the fast-

sprcading rate data (Pacific-Cocos, PC). “1’hcm is a good a good agrccmcnt bctwccn the abyssal

hill size parameters proposed by this stuciy for O-2 Ma (full rates -55 n~m/yr), and the and the

ones found for the Pacific-Rivcra  and African-Indian subsets (PR+AI).  For abyssal hilis crcatcd
(iuring slower spreading periods (10-12 Ma, full rates -39 nlnl/yr),  11 and 1 estimates arc in

between the values found for the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) and PR+PI.

Onc likely  mechanism for this negative correlation bctwccn  abyssal  hill size and spreading

rate is the variation in axiai thermal structure associated with spreading rate: a cooler lithosphere

implied for slow-spreading ridges has a thicker elastic core and ti~us is able 10 support larger

abyssai hills, and larger normal fauns associated with abyssal  hills [c..g., Forsyth, 1992]. In

hlacimi(,  ct ii\. - hbI”LIaIy  17, 1’)04



contrast, the thinner elastic layer resulting from higher ridge crest tcmpcraturcs in the vicinity of

fast-spreading ridges allows only small abyssal  hills  and small normal faults to bc supported.

Given the spreading rate variability documented for the study area bctwccn the older and

younger portions of the seafloor (full spreading rates range from 36 to 63 rnndyr) it is reasonable

to expect that the axial topography is reflecting the variability in the axial thermal structure. Rift

valleys arc accompanied by very large inward-facing fatrl~s which, after back-tilting over the rift

mountains, arc preserved as abyssal  hill structures [e. g., Macdonald,  1982]. Mid-ocean ridges

with axial highs do not undergo this form of in(cnsivc  tcctonism. It is thcrcforc likely that sornc

component of the negative relationship bc[wccn abyssal  hill size properties and spreading rate is

rcla(cd to the transition from axial valley to axial hi~,h morphology.

11 and L Relation

According to the theoretical formulation for topographic rou.ghncss  duc to normal faulting

proposed by Malinvcrno  and Cowic [ 1993] the cbaractcristic  width of a faulted block  is

controlled by the !Icxura]  wavelength. Their formulation assumes the lithosphere behaves like an

elastic plate, Paults have a vertical dip and infinite length, faults do not interact and fault

pararnctcrs  and locations rcprcscnt indcpcndcnt  variahlcs.  According to the theory of

Malinverno and Cowic [1 993], the variation in k estimates seen in Figure 5 can bc explained in

terms of flowlinc changes in the strength of the lithosphere in the vicinity of the ridge crest

(wider fault blocks arc formed during slower spreading periods when the, lithosphere is

elastically stronger). These prutictions arc in good agrccmcnt with inferred variations in ilcxural

rigidity based on the spreading rate history shown in Figure 4a.

The positive correlation between abyssal  hill size parameters shown in Figure 7 dots not

contradict the functional relationship between 11 and k that is prcdictcd by an extension of the

normal fault theory of Malinvcrno  and Cowic  [ 1993] (11 proportional to ~; Malinvcrno

personal communication). A similar positive trend is also expected to develop as a result of

constructional volcanism. i.e., taller volcanic edifices arc also cxpcctcd to bc wider from sirnplc

isostatic  principles [Vogt,  1974]. However, due to difficulties in constraining model parameters

(e.g. Malinverno  [1991]), no predictions on the topographic roughness due to constructional

volcanism have been put forth. To date, only qualitative statcrncnts can bc rnadc such as abyssal

hills generated at slow-spreading portions of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge also tend to have a positive

correlation bctwccn H and k, whereas those generated along  fast-spreading portions of the East

Pacific Rise tend toward either a negative or z.cro correlation bctwccn 11 and k [Goff, 1991; Cioff

ct al., 1993]. In this respect the intcrmcdiatc spreading rate abyssal  hilts within the survey bear

mom morphological rcscrnblancc  to those gcncratc(i  at slow-spreading ridges.
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Axial thermal structure and morphology arc not indcpcndcnt variables. Numerical models

for crustal genesis that incorporate hydrothermal cooling and crustal accretion by means of

magma lenses have recently attempted to explain the long-established spreading rate dcpcndcncc

of ridge crest morphology [Phipps Morgan and Chcn, 1993]. This model also incorporates the

effect of variation in crustal thickness into the heat budget. According to their results, the axial

thermal structure, which depends on both spreading rate and magma input, exerts control on the

ridge crest morphology. Given this suggested relation bctwccn  crustal  thickness and

morphology, it is reasonable to expect that .scafloor regions trndcrlying  by thinner crust arc likely

to bc associated with a stronger lithosphere (due to the greater proporlicm  of rnantlc rocks which

arc rhcologica]ly  stronger than crustal  rocks) which in turn is able to suppott larger abyssal  hills.

Crustal thickness variations inferred from rnandc Bougucr  gravity anomalies at slow-

spreading ridges have been use[i 10 suggest that abyssal  hill moq)hology  is controlled by the axial

tcmpcraturc  structure and/or deep rncl[ supply [Goff ct al., 1992; I.in ct al., 1992]. ‘1’hcsc

studies demonstrate a negative relation bctwccn  rnagni[udc  of the crustal thickness (inferred from

mantle Bougucr gravity anomalies) and abyssal  hill size. I;or this study area, the positive mantle

Bougucr  gravity anomaly to the south of the PFZ (intcrprctcd  as thinner crust) is not

accompanied by a corresponding incrcasc  in abyssal  hill size parameters (Figures 2C and 5). Wc

did not find cvidcnccs  for a systematic relationship bctwccn flow]inc  variations in abyssal  bill

size and mandc  Bougucr  gravity anomalies (i.e., the ta]lcr and wider abyssal  hills found for

crustal  ages >8 Ma arc not associated with more positive mantle Ilougucr gravity anomalies).

Furlhcrmorc, despite the large diffcrcncc in abyssal  hill size parameters across the ridge axis for

crustal ages > 8 Ma, no significant asymmetry in the rnantlc  Bougucr gravity anomtilics  arc

dctcctcd.  “

In summary, we find no systematic evidcncc for a negative relation bctwccn  abyssal  hill size

parameters and mantle Bougucr gravity anomalies for the Pacific-Antarctic ridge. Wc suggest

that for intermediate-spreading ridges either the inferred crustal  thickness control on abyssal  hill

morphology is much more complex than as dcmonstriitcd  for slow-spreading ridges or that the

variations in the mantle Bougucr  gravity anoma]ics arc not rcprcscntativc  of the true crustal

thickness. The latter possibility arises from recent studies which have questioned the validity of

using mantle Bougucr gravity anomalies to infer crustal thickness variations for fast-spreading

ridges and offered alternative explanations for the bull’s eyes pattern often seen at slow-spreading

ridges [Mutter and Karson, 1992; Wang and Cochran. 1993].
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“Anomalous” Seafloor Fabric

The locally “anomalous” 4-6 Ma old seafloor fabric found for the flowlincs to the north of the

PFZ coincides with the last major increase in spreading rates (Chron 3ay) and clockwise changes

in abyssal  hill Iineaments of -1OO. However, it is hard to establish a causal relationship bctwccn

this local morphological anomaly and variations in spreading magnitude and direction over a

short period of time. An analysis of the gravity field surrounding the surveyed area (Fi.gurc 1)

suggest the prescncc of topographic features indicative of recent changes in the stress field.

Examples of such features area propagating rift and a relict fracture zone located to the north of

the PFZ. The oblique lincations  found only on the norlhcrn Pacific plate for 6-8 Ma old crustal

ages reprc.sent another set of topographic features indicative of changes in the stress flcld. Wc do

not currcndy  understand what caused either the locally “anomalous” crustal  fi~bric at 4-6 Ma or

the oblique lincations.  The fact that the former is observed only to the north of the PFZ and the

latter only for onc ridge flank (Pacific north) may imply asymmetric far-field forces. Wc

spcculatc that spatial and temporal asymmetries in ~hc regional stress field across the PIW and

across the ridge axis may partially account for some of the morphological discrepancies shown

here.

lnsidc/Outside Corner Asymmetries

Based on multichannel sci.smic  reflection pro[l]ing  and deep drilling results for oceanic crust,

Mu([cr and Karson [1992] proposed a structural model for slow-sprcadirig ridges in which low

angle normal faults (footwall detachment surfaces) dip obliquc]y to the spreading direction

towards the ridge-transform intersection. Accordin~  to this model, the inside corner “dctachmcnt

surface” is broken up by high-angle normal Ptults. Although no direct abyssal hill size

predictions can be made based on this model, wc spcculatc that the inside corner should support

larger abyssal  hills  if it is characterized by a sumnger lithosphere relative to the outside corner

(greater crustal  extension associated with the inside corner leads to a greater proportion of mantle

rocks; these in turn are rhcologically stronger than crustal  rocks resulting in higher lithospheric

s(rcngth  relative to the outside corner ).

The prediction of a thinner crust and, indirectly, larger abyssal  hills for the inside corner has

been recently supported by side.scan, bathymctry and gravity data on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at

25-27° N [Tucholkc Cl al., 1992]. IIowcvcr, in (1IC slower spreading portion of this study area

(ages >8 Ma; full rates 36-44 mm/yr), no systematic inside/outside corner asymmetries in crustal

structure arc observed (as inferred from the rnantlc Bougucr gravity anomaly; Figure 2c). In the

fas(cr spreading portion (ages <4 Ma; full ra(cs 52-63 mndyr)  some asymmetry in crustal
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thickness is observed to the north of the PFZ, but it is variable and can bc related to volcanic

overprinting. At crustal ages >8 Ma, there is a large inside/outside corner asymmetry in

estimates of H and k to the north of the PFZ but it is in the “wrong” sense, i.e., abyssal  hills

found on the Antarctic plate (outside corner) arc significantly larger than those on the Pacific

plate (inside comer) (Figure 5; Table 1). Note that different half-spreading rates across the ridge

axis to the ‘n’or{h of the PFZ (Figure 4b) also fail to explain this asymmetry. At younger ages

there is no significant asymmetry in abyssal hill characteristics. In this respect, the studied

portion of the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge has a morphological/structural behavior more similar to a

fast-spreading ridge (no systematic inside/outside corner asymmetries) than a slow-spreading

ridge.

Morphological inside/outside corner asymmetries may also develop as a result of ridge-axis

jumps. According to Palmer ct al. [ 1993], asymmetrical splitting of the axially elongated

volcanic cdificcs  seen along the Antarctic Australian Discordance (intermediate-spreading

portion of the Southeast Indian ridge) due to ridge axis jumps provides a mechanism for creating

morphological asymmetries for opposite ridge flanks. For the case of the study area where ridge-

axis jumps arc thought to occur [Ryan et al, 1992], the similarity in abyssal  hill six,c parameters

to the north  of the PFZ across the ridge axis (crustal  ages <8 Ma) can bc attributed to random

ridge axis jumps (both in magnitude and direction) over a short time scale. In this case wc would

have an equal probability of finding the tal]cr and wider portion of the split volcanic construction

on both sides of the ridge. These random ridge-axis jumps may provide a mechanism for

creating abyssal  hills with similar siz.c range across ~hc ridge axis.

Proximity to the Pitman Fracture Z.onc

This study indicates that toward the segment ends H estimates arc systematically larger

while  k estimates either  do not significantly chan~,c  (to the north of the” PFZ) or arc up to 40%

smaller (to the south of the PFZ) (Table 1). The incrcasc in H near the PFZ is in agrccmcnt with

previous statistical studies on abyssal  hill morphology of the fast-spreading norlhcm East Pacific

Rise [Goff, 1991] and southern East Pacific Rise [Goff et al., 1993]. Shaw [1992] also found an

incrcasc in throw and spacing of faults near segment ends along the slow-spreading Mid-

Atlantic Ridge between Kane and Atlantis fracture zones.

In the context of the normal faul[ing  model of Malinvcrno  and Cowic  [ 1993], the

obscrva(ions  to the north of the PFZ can bc intcrprctcd as an incrcasc  in the amount of extension

(the product q< h~ > in their formulation) without a corrcspcmding  significant incrcasc in the

flcxura] rigidity. Such scenario is in agrccmcnt with Goff [ 1991] predictions of a larger voltrmc

of extensional deformation at ridge segment ends based on Chcn and Morgtin  [ 1990] numerical



cxpcrimcnts. Anadditional  consideration istiatthe  morcrobust  andstcady-state  magn~a  supply

toward the segment midpoint will cause volcanic flooding of topographic lows. This smoothing

effect will decrease H estimates and possibly result in the larger L estimates we observe away

from the fracture zone in the south flowlines.

Most of the variability in abyssal  hill size parameters shown in this study occurs along

flowlincs and a strong positive correlation between H and k is observed (Figure 7). In contrast,

a negative or flat correlation between H and k estimates is present near segment ends as shown

by the decrease or constancy in L,”and  increase in H, toward the PFZ (Figure 7c-d; Table 1). If

this negative or flat trend is an effect of ridge segmentation, then we speculate that abyssal  hill

variations associated with ridge segmentation occur by different mechanisms than those

associated with temporal variability in mid-ocean ridge dynamics. We suggest that variations in

abyssal  hill parameters associated with ridge segmentation arc caused by the interplay between

relative contributions of extensional tcctonism  and constructional volcanism (correlation bctwccn
k] and L will depend on the relative importance of each mechanism). In contrast, wc bclicvc  that

temporal changes in abyssal  bill parameters arc duc to variations in predominantly just onc of

these proccsscs (resulting in a positive correlation bctwccn  H and k estimams).

I“opo.graphic Roughness

Malinvcrno  [ 1990] dcvclopcd  a roll~!llr~css-lcllgtl~  method which consists of hrcaking up a

profile in windows of varying lengths and calculating the average roughness for any given

window length. Like the power spectral density, the roughness-length relationship follows a

power law distribution for wavelengths less than a factor proportional to the characteristic

flcxural length scale a. Using indcpcndcnt estimates for fault scarp height, fault spacing and

flcxural  wavelength, Malinverno and Cowic [ 1993] found that rmnnal  faulting can account for all

the observed topographic roughness of the East Pacific Rise (15° N-14°  S). Although such

indcpcndcnt estimates arc not available for the stu(iy area, the “roll-off” point (break in the power

law behavior) in a roughness vs. window length graph can bc used to make inferences on the

average flcxural strength of the lithosphere. Specifically, it follows from the formulation of
Malinvcrno and Cowic [1993] that for window lengths greater than 2.8a, the avcmge prcdictcd

roughness is a constant independent of the window length. Alternatively, for window lengths

less than 2.8ct, the average predicted roughness is proportional to the square root of the window

length (power-law holds in this case). In Figure 9a, the dots rcprcscnt the observed topographic

roughness (obtained using the roughness-length method) for two -1350 km long flowlincs

extending out onto -40 Ma on either side of the a(ijaccnt ridge segments. For the segment to the

south of tbc PFZ, the “roll-off” from the power-law regime to a hat line happens a[ larger
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window lengths than for the segment to the south of the PFZ. The formulation of Malinvcmo

and Cowic  [1993] predicts that the characteristic flcxural  wavelength scale for the southern ridge

scgrncnt  (U -22 km; Te -5.6 km) is larger than the northern one (U -11 km; Te -2.1 km) and

thcrcforc that the lithosphere created at the southern ridge segment is on average stronger than

the northern segment. This inferred change in flcxural  strength is in agreement with the

presence of a rift valley to the south of the PFZ and an axial high to its north, as seen on the

satellite-derived free-air gravity map of Figure 1. Figure 9tr illustrates the power spectral dc~sity

for” the same flowlincs used in topographic roughness analysis. We note that for almost all wave

numbers the southern segment has in average more topographic power than the northern mm

(except in the 0.2-0.5 km-l range).”

SLJMMARY AND CONCI.IJSIONS

We presented here the results of a statistical chartictcri~,ation  study of the abyssal hills

formed by two adjacent intcrmcdiatc-spreading rate segments. The two most robust abyssal hill

size estimates (RMS Height H and characteristic width k) combinccl  with magnetic and gravity

data have indirectly quantified the temporal evolution of this ridge-crest systcm. Our most

robust result is that abyssal  hills formed during slower spreading periods (ages >8 Ma; full rates

36-44 mm/yr) arc 31 -86% taller and 21 ->100%, wider than hills crcatcd  during the faster

spreading interval (ages <4 Ma; full rates 52-63  mnl/yr). l-his study documents a wcl]-resolved

negative correlation between abyssal  hill size pararnctcrs and full spreading rates ftir the Pacific-

Antarctic ndgc at 65° S. Wc also show evidence for a well-resolved positive correlation bctwccn

H and k which is expected to develop if abyssal hills arc formed either by extensional tectonics

or by constructional volcanism. Such positive correlation is mom consistent with abyssal  hills

created at slow-spreading ridges than those created at fast-spreading ridges [Goff, 1991].

The negative relationship between crustal thickness and abyssal hill size demonstrated in

previous studies for slow-spreading rates cannot be systematically supported by this study.

Variations in H and k that cannot be explained in terms of either the spreading rate or crustal

thickness effect  include: (1) the anomalous] y large abyssal hills found along the northcrn-

scgmcnt  flowlincs for 4-6 Ma age crust, where indication of crustal  thinning is only seen for the

Antarctic plate; (2) abyssal  hilI size estimates for crustal ages greater than 8 Ma arc significantly

higher for the Antarctic plate relative to the Pacific plate despite no significant tisyrnmctry in half

spreading rate and mantle Bougucr gravity anomaly; and (3) a 27-68% incrcasc in abyssal  hill

height is observed C1OSC to the fracture zone for all subareas while either no significant changes

(to the north of the PFZ) or up to a 40% dccrcasc (to the south of the PFZ) in characteristic width

estimates arc found; these observations may reflect along-axis changes in either the timount  of
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extension (without a corresponding variation in the strength of the lithosphere) or in the relative

contribution of constructional volcanism to overall abyssal hill morphology.

The topographic roughness predictions due to normal faulting presented in Malinverno  and

Cowie [1993] provide a means of interpreting abyssal hill height and characteristic width

characteristics in terms of lithosphenc  strength. Using their formulation for the dependence of

the roughness due to normal faulting on profile length, it can be postulated that flexural length

scale for the southern segment is in average larger than for the northern segment (i.e., the

lithosphere is stronger to the south of the fracture zone).

Previous studies at slow-spreading ridges suggest the presence of both crustal thickness and

abyssal hill size asymmetries between inside and outside corner crust generated near a ridge

discontinuity [e.g., Tucholke  et al., 1992]. For the slower spreading intervals of this flowline

corridor (age >8 Ma) the abyssal hill size asymmetry seen is in the opposite sense to that

predicted by differwttial crustal thickness; furthermore there is no apparent asymmetry in crustal

thickness. Conversely, for the faster spreading periods (crustal  age <4 Ma), some asymmetry in

crustal structure exists (though variable and likely related to volcanic overprinting), but no

asymmetry in abyssal hill morphology c:in be detected. In this aspect, abyssal hills within the

study area are more consistent with those. generated at fast-spreading ridges (i.e., no systematic

inside/outside comer &symmetry) rather than those generated at slow-spreading ridges. When

comparing this conclusion to the opposite one noted above for the positive correlation bctwccn  H
and k, wc find that these intermediate-spreading rate abyssal  hills can bc classified with neither

the fast-spreading nor slow-spreading examp]es  but require their own classification.
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F’KXJKE CAIYI-IONS

Fig. 1. Shaded free-air gravity map derived from Gcosat&asat  data for the SW Pacific Ocean.

The rectangular box denotes the Ewing cruise 92-1 survey limits [to be added to the final figure].

Fig. 2. Color relief maps of the study area using the oblique Mercator projection (pole of

projection is 69° N and 87° W): (a) Hydroswccp bathymctry using, (b) magnetic anomalies and

(c) Mantle Bougucr gravity anomalies comcctcd  for the Iithosphcric  thermal structure. Shading

simulates illumination from the northwest. The three subareas rcfcrrcd to in this study (Antarctic

north, Pacific north and Pacific south) and isochrons based on the identification of magnetic

anomalies are indicated in (a). The gravity effect of the bathymctry and assumed Moho relief (at

a constant depth of 6 km) were calculated along the tracklincs  (method of Parker [ 1972]; 4 terms

were retained) and then subtracted from the shipbornc free-air gravity. The densities used for
3water, crust and mantle material arc 1030, 2900 and 33(N kg/n~- rcspcctivcly. [the final figure

will bc colored and will have the color code for each map at the bottom; the subareas and

isochrons  will also bc supcrirnposcd  in (a)]

Fig. 3. Bathymetric proillcs -600 km long extending to both sides of the ridge crest for the

northern and southern segments. The dashed line indicates the 2750 m clcplh. The axial high m

the south of the Pitman Fracture Zone dccpcns  by -NM) m relative to the north of the PI%.

Fig. 4. (a) Full spreading rates based on the magnetic anomaly identification [Candc ct al., 1992]

and the Candc and Kent [1992] geomagnetic polarity time scale. Half spreading rate avm-ages

for ilowlincs  to the north and south of the Pitman Fracture Zone arc shown in (a) and (b)

rcspcctivcl  y.

Fig. 5. Iktimatcd  flowlinc variations in the RMS height  H (a-c) and characteristic width L (d-f)

of abyssal hills for the three subareas. The estimates, obtained for 2-3 adjacent swaths, arc

shown as open dots with error bars denoting onc standard deviation. The location of the locally

“anomalous” .scafloor  fabric (4-6 Ma crustal  age) is ~ndicatcd.

Fig. 6. Weighted averages (binned at every 2 Ma) of (a) RMS height and (b) characteristic width

as a function of full spreading rates for the three subareas. The estimates cor-responding to the

locally “anomalous” seafloor fabric (4-6 Ma crustal age) arc indicated. The weighted H and A

estimates averaged for the three subareas (regional averages) arc shown as opened rectangles in

(c) an[i (d) rcspcctivcly. The averaged estimates obtained for swaths a(ljaccni  to the PFZ (-5 km

hlx:lrio CI ~1. - Fctwu:wy 1 7 . 1 9 9 4  s
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from its topographic trace) arc shown as open triangles, In all cases the locally “anomalous”

seafloor fabric was left out from the regression analysis shown as a straight line.

Fig. 7. (a) Weighted averages (binned at every 2 Ma) of RMS. height against characteristic

width. b) The weighted estimates avcrageci for the three subareas (regional values) arc shown as

opened rectangles. The averaged estimates obtained for swaths adjacent to the PFZ (triangles)

and clearly depart from the regional averages (squares). In all cases the locally “anomalous”

seafloor fabric was included in the regression analysis shown as a straight line..

Fig. 8. Abyssal  hill size parameters (a) RMS height and (b) characteristic width as a function of

full spreading rates extracted from global study of near axis abyssal hill morphology by Goff

[ 1991]. The abyssal  hill size estimates plotted for Pacific-Antarctic ridge arc shown as filled

circles and rcprcscnt averages for the O-2 Ma (full rate -55 mm/yr) and for 10-12 Ma (full rates

-39 mm/yr) time intervals. PR+AI, PC, PN and MAR refer to the Pacific-Rivcra  and Africa-

lndia,  Pacific-Cocos, Pacific-Nazca and Mid-Atlantic Ridge rcspcctivcly.

Fig 9. Analysis of residual flowlincs  profiles (thermal cooling curve removed) -1350 km long to

the north and south of the PFZ (a) l“opographic  roughness mcasurcmcnts  against window length

obtained using the roughness-length method [Mali nvcrno,  IWO]. The prcxlictcd transition from a
power law reginw to a Ilat line occurs at window lcn,gths of -62 km to the south of the P1’z (u

-22 km; Tc -5.6 km) and -31 km to the north of PFZ (CX -11 km; Tc -2.1 km). (b) Power

spectra of the two profiles.



TABL.E  I

— . .— — — — .  _ — — —  _ _
Region Age, Ma

—
Full Spreading H, m 0, m k , km o, km
Rate, mm/yr

—- —..  — - . . . .—.  —..—. _ — —

AN o-2
2-4
4-6
6-8
8-10

10-12

54.9
56.7
58.5
44.0
39.7
38.9

91ilo
85*4

144f19
113+8

170121
158i18

10.0
8.1
4.5
5.]
13.0
5.4

3.lio.5
3.1*1.2
4.9*1.1
3.430.4
6.741.5
6.2f:l  .3

PN

1’s

o-2
2-4
4-6
6-8
8-10

10-12

0-2
2-4
4-6
6-8
8-1o

10-12

54.9
56.7
58.5
44.0
39.’?
38.9

54.9
56.7
58.5
44.0
39.7
38.9

77i6
82i.5

139i12
115+12
130114
109+7

100+7
97511
90.!7

123i17
131+17
l’29f20

3.0
2.1
6.5
4.0
14.0
5.5

7.0
11.0
5.4
5.0
13.5
17.5

3.3i0.8
4.(MO.9
5.2il.l
4.54 ().9
4.9jl.l
4.130.7

4 .7*1.2
6.M2.5
4.2+.0.8
7.8+2.1
7.492.0
6.9d2.3

Adjacent (o the Pitman l~rac.turc Zone

AN o-2 54.9 l16i6 4.8
2-4 56.7 143il 1 11.0

PN o-2 54.9 l19i8 8.0
2-4 56.7 126i15 15.0

1’s o-2 54.9 126i9 7.0
2-4 56.7 124+9 6.0

. . . . —.—.———. .—— —__— _

4io.4
3&o.5

3.450.4
4,1~().5

2.5i0.8
3.6+0.8

0.1
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.7
1.4

0.5
1.0
0.9
0.2
1.1
0.7

0.9
2.5
0.4
0,8
0.6
0.1

0.3
0.5

0.3
0.5

0.8
1.0

— .

Notation: AN, AnLlrctic plate to the north of the Pitman Fracture Zone; PN, Pacific plate to the north of the
Pitman  Fracture Zone; PS, Pacific plate to the south of the Pitman Fracture Zone.
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